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‘NIGHT NAVIGATION’ (Intaglio, 67 x 98 cm, 2014)

EMMA STIBBON
As Winter draws in, Yeats’ line ‘Of night
and light and the half-light’* seems
particularly appropriate as I write this on
the Cahernaheeha Mountain in the
protected Kerry International Dark-Sky
Reserve in the Republic of Ireland.
Moonless nights in this wild and rugged
landscape, looking out over the Atlantic,
are gradually enveloped in a near total
black-out of velvety darkness.

This type of uninhabited landscape and
other far wilder and more remote places in
the world are the subject of Emma
Stibbon’s sometimes bleak vision. Bleak in
terms of how she chooses to portray the
fragility of humanity in the face of the
implacability of nature. Her work is deeply
concerned with the environment and she
grasps the terrifying power of natural
forces: the unstoppable crushing force of
ice, the searing heat of volcanic eruption.
In Stromboli Smoke the ethereal quality of
hot smoke is transformed into something
tangible and weighty granting it the due
terror of what is to come.

In her account of her residency on HMS
Protector on the Antarctic Peninsula she
talks about the ship carving its way through

the surface of the wood with filler and in
her polymer gravure prints by capitalising
on the painterly qualities of the process.

Stibbon’s powerfully beautiful prints
display her complete mastery of her
material and her process. Informed by her
immersive engagement with the
landscapes she draws and photographs
she does not aim for a topographically
accurate rendering but rather an
expression of the ‘physical experience’ and
a deeply felt emotional sense of place. Her
huge woodcuts have an overwhelming
presence that destabilises our certainties
and provides a poignant reminder of our
fast disappearing natural resources.

Fiona Robinson

EMMA STIBBON RA: ‘TERRITORIES OF
PRINT 1994 - 2019’
9 November - 21 December: Rabley
Drawing Centre, MILDENHALL,
Marlborough, SN8 2LW. Thursday -
Saturday 10am - 5pm (Sundays 10
November and 8 December 11am - 4pm).
01672 511999 / rableydrawingcentre.com.

*WB Yeats ‘He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven’
Portrait photograph by Sarah Ainslie

the sea-ice at night using the ships
searchlight. In making her monumental
woodcuts she slices her way easily through
the wood when working with the grain but
exerts her full strength in the physical
intensity of carving against the grain.
Dramatic passages of inky darkness are
achieved in her woodcuts by smoothing


